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The science of Baking
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HOW HEAT AFFECTS MATTERS

Baked goods are affected by heat through - the heat coming into the oven, the heat absorbed by the

oven walls (the oven becomes hot) and through the transfer of heat through the baking pan / tray

The transfer of heat through baked good occurs from the outside in.

Heat affects matter by causing it to expand

Moisture and air pockets trapped in any recipe will expand as heat is applied, causing lift and spread until

the moisture has been evaporated. 

Once excess moisture leaves the recipe through evaporation the solid matter contract again, this is why

cakes come away from the sides of the tin once baked.

This is great for cakes but if a no-spread cookie recipe is important to you, it's important to remember

that any trapped moisture (that hasn't been absorbed) or trapped air pockets by having very soft butter

or over beating and incorporating too much air) will cause a cookie recipe to spread .

How heat affects matter (the baking process)

BAKING CAN BE BROKEN DOWN INTO 3 MAIN STAGES:

EXPANSION

SETTING

BROWNING
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GET TO KNOW YOUR OVEN

Does your oven run hot? Do baked goods always bake quicker? Cakes become domed while baking?

Does your oven run cold? Do things take a little longer in your oven or seem to be under-baked when the

suggested time is up?

Does it have hot / cold spots where the air doesn't circulate well?

Is the fan strong / weak / can it be turned off? Do your cakes tend to dome over to one side? A fast /

string fan will cause cakes and cupcakes to dome with a slant

Pre-heat oven to 160 degrees C (on the dial)

Spread a thin, even layer of coconut (desiccated or shredded is fine) over the entire base of an oven tray

Place the tray of coconut in the oven and set a time for 5 minutes. Do not stir or move the coconut on

the tray. Do not remove if the coconut is golden before the time is up.

Is the coconut toasted evenly all over the tray?

Is the coconut burned? This indicates a hot oven and means you can adjust your temperature lower by 10

- 20 degrees to what the recipe suggest.

Does the coconut have very little colour? This indicates your oven runs cool and your temperature can be

adjusted to 10 - 20 degrees higher than most recipes suggest.

Are there uneven patches of golden and uncoloured coconut - the indicates the air circulation in your

oven and shows whether you need to turn your oven tray / cake pan during baking to achieve even

baking. 

Get to know your oven... What does that even mean?

You've probably heard a lot of bakers say 'you need to get to know your oven', but what does that really mean

and how does it help you get better results in your baked goods?

How to get to know your oven.

Signs to look for:

The best way to gauge the temperature your oven is running at is using a hanging oven thermometer. This will

be able to tell you what the correct internal temperature of your oven is VS the temperature set on the dial.

To gauge how evenly / unevenly your oven heats an oven heats, try the toasted coconut test:

(coconut has the benefit of being relatively inexpensive and the high fat content means it browns quickly,

this test will only take 5-6 minutes)

Results: remove the tray after 5 or 6 minutes and see the following.



Smell – when our baked goods are nearly baked they should have a delicious caramelized aroma Cakes /

cupcakes & loaves should be golden in colour (unless they’re chocolate, then it’s a little more difficult to

tell).

The batter should look set, when the oven door is opened there should be no batter wobbling on the

surface. 

When you gently touch the surface of a cake / cupcake it should feel soft and springy to the touch and an

indent should quickly spring back. If an indent remains in your cake / cupcake bake for a further 3-4

minutes and check again.

A skewer inserted into the centre of the cake / cupcake should come out clean. If the cake is a mud cake

or has a firm crust remove some of the crust with a paring knife and insert the skewer into the section

with the top removed.

The baking times listed on a recipe are best used as a guide.

It’s important to get to know the signs of a baked cake / cookie and not remove your baked goods from the

oven until they are completely baked. Baking times will vary not only between ovens but also based on the

different sizes, thicknesses and density of products being baked.

Signs of a cake that is ready include:

Never remove any baked product from the oven until you’re sure it's completely baked as they will collapse

when there is no hot air supporting the structure.

SIGNS OF A BAKED CAKE

STORAGE OF BAKED PRODUCTS - USING THE FRIDGE & FREEZER
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